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The launch will enable lakhs of new MSMEs to embrace e-commerce opportunities on www.amazon.in by overcoming
language barriers
Seller Central website, as well as the Seller Mobile App, now include Malayalam, Telugu and Bengali language seller
experience
Over 100,000 sellers have registered in Indian languages using Hindi, Gujarati, Tamil & Kannada since June 2020

BANGALORE, 19 September 2021: Ahead of the festive season, Amazon India today announced the launch of seller registration and account
management services in Malayalam, Telugu and Bengali. This launch will benefit thousands of existing Amazon sellers, many potential and new
sellers from markets across tiers to run their business on Amazon.in marketplace in a language of their choice and preference.

With this launch, sellers will now be able to register on Amazon.in and manage their online business from a selection of eight languages including
Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, Marathi, Malayalam, Telugu, Tamil and English. Using any of the regional languages, sellers can do everything from
registering as an Amazon seller for the first time, to managing orders, inventory and accessing performance metrics – all in the language of their
preference. This experience has been made available on the Amazon seller Central as well as on the mobile app.

“As we work towards our commitment to digitize 1 crore MSMEs across India by 2025, it is important to address our sellers’ challenges when they seek
to leverage e-commerce to expand their businesses. Language is a prominent barrier that Indian MSMEs face and our focus on localisation,
demonstrated in part through the launch of account management services in Telugu, Bengali and Malayalam will make it easier for many MSMEs to
conduct business online,” said Sumit Sahay, Director, Seller Partner Services, Amazon India. “Since the launch of regional language experience
for sellers in 2020, over 1 lakh new sellers have signed up and digitized their business. As we gear up for the festive season, the addition of three new
languages will help numerous businesses to launch their business on Amazon.in and cater to customers across the country- helping grow and scale
their businesses manifold.”

To launch the services in Malayalam, Telugu and Bengali for sellers, Amazon.in worked with expert linguists to develop a holistic and comprehensible
experience in each of the languages. The team has chosen commonly used terms over perfectly translated words to make the experience relatable,
easily understandable and seamless for sellers. Advanced machine learning technologies complemented the linguists’ efforts and helped the project
scale across the languages and launch simultaneously.

Amazon Sellers who wish to change their preferred language can change it in a few simple steps on both Amazon’s Seller website and Seller mobile
app. Sellers registering through the Desktop can change their preferred language by accessing the ‘language drop-down’ available on every page, at
the top-right corner. On the Seller App, the language can be changed through the language drop-down on the bottom left corner while registering and
through the App ‘Settings’ menu. Once the language is changed, sellers can view all pages and workflows in Malayalam, Telugu and Bengali amongst
the other language options available.

Amazon will continue to evolve the experience to add more features in Malayalam, Telugu and Bengali helping thousands of MSMEs to enjoy the
benefits of registering and managing their business in a language of their choice and convenience.

It’s still Day 1!

About Amazon.in
The Amazon.in marketplace is operated by Amazon Seller Services Private Ltd, an affiliate of Amazon.com, Inc. (NASDAQ: AMZN). Amazon.in seeks
to build the most customer-centric online destination for customers to find and discover virtually anything they want to buy online by giving them more
of what they want – vast selection, low prices, fast and reliable delivery, and a trusted and convenient experience; and provide sellers with a
world-class e-commerce marketplace.

For more information, visit www.amazon.in/aboutus
For news on Amazon, follow www.twitter.com/AmazonNews_IN

About Amazon
Amazon is guided by four principles: customer obsession rather than competitor focus, passion for invention, commitment to operational excellence,
and long-term thinking. Customer reviews, 1-Click shopping, personalized recommendations, Prime, Fulfillment by Amazon, AWS, Kindle Direct
Publishing, Kindle, Fire tablets, Fire TV, Amazon Echo, and Alexa are some of the products and services pioneered by Amazon.

For more information, visit amazon.com/about and follow @AmazonNews
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